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There are some indications that we may be getting closer to the peak of new coronavirus
cases in New York, and with luck the national peak may not be too far off. That would be
welcome news when it comes. But it would be dead wrong to declare victory or assume that
the worst is over.
The peak of new infections does not necessarily mean the peak of deaths. In fact, it may
mean the body count has just begun. Here are some shocking numbers. New cases in Italy
peaked on March 20, with 6557 cases. At that time, there had been 4032 deaths. As of
April 7, there had been 17, 127 deaths. In other words, three-quarters of the deaths have
occurred after the peak. I feel like I should have put that sentence in bold or ALL CAPS,
because it’s so important.
Something similar could well be true here. Last week, the most optimistic model showed
new cases peaking yesterday, at which time there would have been 25,000 total deaths. The
model, however, was forecasting 60,000 deaths in the first coronavirus wave. So 60% of the
deaths would occur after the peak.
Why isn’t a peak in new cases reflected more quickly in the death rate? First, the number of
new cases takes time to go down after the peak, so many new cases are still entering the
system. Second, there’s a long lag time between when cases are diagnosed and deaths from
coronavirus. So at the time of the peak in new infections, there are many people who
already have coronavirus and who will die some weeks in the future.
The big danger is that we will let down our guard after the peak hits. The hospital system
could face a surge of accumulated cases after the peak, and needs for equipment and
personnel will remain pressing.
There’s also a major risk that states and cities will relax social distancing too soon. When
they hear the infection has peaked, people may reduce compliance with social distancing
requirements, sending the infection rate back up. A recent study in the British medical
journal Lancet shows how easily the disease could be rekindled. It’s not hard to imagine that
leaders, some of them in the White House, may start signaling the “All Clear” too soon.
That could result in an immediate second wave of cases.
Hitting the peak would be great news. But to paraphrase Churchill, it won’t be the
beginning of the end, but only the end of the beginning.

